The U.S. Department of Energy Systems Biology Knowledgebase (KBase) is an open-source 18 software and data platform designed to meet the grand challenge of systems biology-19 predicting and designing biological function from the biomolecular (small scale) to the ecological 20 (large scale). KBase is available for anyone to use, and enables researchers to collaboratively 21 generate, test, compare, and share hypotheses about biological functions; perform large-scale 22 analyses on scalable computing infrastructure; and combine experimental evidence and 23
Introduction

31
Over the past two decades, the scale and complexity of genomics technologies and data have 32 advanced from simple genomic sequences of only a few organisms to metagenomes and 33 genome variation, gene expression, metabolite, and phenotype data for thousands of organisms 34
and their communities. A major challenge in this data-rich age of biology is integrating 35 heterogeneous, distributed, and error-prone primary and derived data into predictive models of 36 biological function ranging from a single gene to entire organisms and their ecologies. To 37 develop models of these biological processes, organisms and their interactions, scientists of 38 diverse backgrounds need, at a minimum, the ability to use a variety of sophisticated 39 computational tools to analyze their own complex and heterogeneous data sets, and then 40 2/21 integrate their data and results effectively with the work of others. Such integration requires 41 discovering and accessing others' information, understanding its source and limitations, and 42 using tools to perform additional analyses upon it. Ideally, new data and conclusions would be 43 rapidly propagated across existing, related analyses and easily discovered by the community for 44 evaluation and comparison with previous results 1-3 . 45
Nowhere are the barriers to discovery, characterization, and prediction more formidable than in 46 efforts to understand the complex interplay between biological and abiotic processes that 47 influence soil, water, and climate dynamics and impact the productivity of our biosphere. A 48 bewildering diversity of plants, microbes, animals, and their interactions needs to be discovered 49 and characterized to mechanistically understand ecological function and thereby facilitate 50
interventions to improve outcomes. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has invested in 51 various large-and small-scale programs in climate and environmental science and biological 52 system science. These efforts have demonstrated the power of integrated science programs to 53 make progress on complex systems. However, the community that has grown around these 54 efforts has recognized the need to lower the barrier to accessing tools, data, and results, and to 55 work collaboratively to accelerate the pace of their research 4 . 56
The DOE Systems Biology Knowledgebase (KBase, www.kbase.us) is a software platform 57 designed to provide these needed capabilities. Specifically, KBase seeks to make it easier for 58 scientists to create, execute, collaborate on, and share sophisticated reproducible analyses of 59 their own biological data in the context of public and other users' data. Results and conclusions 60
can be shared with individuals or published within KBase's integrated data model that will 61 increasingly support user-driven and automated meta-analysis. 62
While a number of recent computational environments address different aspects of this 63
challenge (see Comparison with other Platforms), they are generally decentralized, limiting the 64 extent to which data and workflows can be integrated, shared, and extended across the 65 scientific community. Moreover, there is minimal support for key capabilities such as more 66 iterative scientific analysis, in-depth collaboration, integration of new results in the context of 67 others' results, and automatic propagation of new findings that may inform research across 68 disciplines. 69
KBase users have already applied the system to address a range of scientific problems, 70
including comparative genomics of plants, prediction of microbiome interactions, and deep 71 metabolic modeling of environmental and engineered microbes. KBase currently supports a 72 growing and extensible set of applications or "apps" for genome assembly, annotation, 73 metabolic model reconstruction, flux balance analysis, expression analysis, and comparative 74 genomics. In addition to these tools, the KBase platform provides data integration and search, 75 along with easy access to shared user analyses of public plant and microbial reference data 76 from a number of external resources including National Center for Biotechnology Information 77
(NCBI) and the DOE Joint Genome Institute (see KBase Data Model and Apps). As the platform 78 matures and is adopted more widely, the data, analysis tools, and computational experiments 79 contributed by users are also expected to increase, leading to wider biological applications with 80 richer and more sophisticated support for functional prediction and comparison. 81 
KBase Data Model and Apps
116
KBase provides a seamless amalgamation of (1) curated and periodically updated reference 117 data, (2) uploaded private and shared user data (and derived data products), and (3) a growing 118 compendium of apps covering a wide range of analytical capabilities. KBase's reference 119 database includes all public genome sequences from RefSeq 6 and Phytozome 7 and selected 120 plant genomes from Ensembl 8 . These genomes are maintained with their original gene IDs and 121 annotations, along with updated gene calls and annotations provided by the KBase annotation 122 pipeline. The reference collection also contains biochemistry data, including 27,692 biochemical 123 compounds, 34,705 reactions, and 529 growth media formulations, and integrates many 124 prominent ontologies such as GO 9 , SEED Subsystems 10 , PFam 11 , and Interpro 12 . All reference 125
data are periodically updated from source databases and are available for integration with user 126 data where appropriate (e.g., when identifying isofunctional genes or building species trees). 127
KBase's faceted search utility enables users to query reference data by text, DNA sequence, or 128 protein sequence. Genomes and genes identified through searches can be copied to a 129
Narrative for deeper analysis. Ultimately, the search utility will be extended to query the user 130 data in KBase, while still ensuring appropriate data privacy. This capability will facilitate the 131 process by which users search their own data and data shared with them by collaborators. 132
In addition to reference data, KBase stores a wide range of uploaded and derived data sets 133 shared by users and connected to analyses performed in Narratives ( Fig. 2A ). Currently 134 supported data objects include reads, contigs, genomes, metabolic models, growth media, 135
RNA-seq, expression, growth phenotype data, and flux balance analysis solutions. This set of 136 data objects is fully extensible, and the links among them are expanded as new data sources 137 and apps are added to the platform. Third-party developers cannot yet extend the KBase data 138 model, but providing this capability is an important near-term goal. 139
KBase currently has over 70 released apps in production offering diverse scientific functionality 140 for genome assembly, genome annotation 13 , sequence homology analysis, tree building 14 , 141 5/21 comparative genomics, metabolic modeling 15 , community modeling 16 , gap-filling 17,18 , RNA-seq 142 processing 19 , and expression analysis 20 . In addition there are dozens of beta (pre-release) apps 143 available to try. Apps are engineered to interoperate seamlessly to enable a range of scientific 144 workflows ( Fig. 2B ). Current apps, production and beta, with their associated documentation are 145 listed in the KBase App Catalog (https://narrative.kbase.us/#appcatalog). KBase enables third-146 party developers to add their own apps for use by the broad scientific community (see KBase 147
Software Development Kit section). 148 149
Figure 2. Currently supported (A) data types and (B) workflows in the KBase platform. KBase integrates
150 data types and apps for analyzing and comparing genomes (blue), transcriptomes (orange), and 151 metabolic models (green).
152
Support for Reproducible, Interdisciplinary, Collaborative Science
153
The KBase platform is designed from the ground up to comprehensively support reproducible, 154
interdisciplinary, and collaborative science. KBase's object-based data store, for example, holds 155 6/21 all user and reference data, and all objects, including Narratives themselves, have their own 156 provenance and version information. Provenance data capture when, how, and by whom each 157 object was created, including the apps or upload tools used and their associated parameters 158 and files. All apps and data are also versioned, so that even if a user overwrites an object or an 159 app is updated, the original information is recoverable. These provenance and reversibility 160
features ensure that all science performed within KBase is fully specified and reproducible, 161
averting the time-consuming effort often required to understand how published computational 162 studies or even simple data analyses were carried out. 163
Collaboration in KBase is supported by the ease with which all data in the system may be 164 shared and copied among users. A user may share any Narrative that they own (or have 165 administrative access to) with other KBase users simply by searching for their names or email 166
addresses. Importantly, when a user shares a Narrative, they also are sharing all the data 167 objects loaded, used, or generated within the Narrative, complete with versioning and 168
provenance. This feature allows users to share every aspect of the science that they have done 169
in KBase. Three levels of sharing are supported: (1) read sharing lets others see and copy, but 170 not edit the Narrative and its associated data;
(2) write sharing expands these privileges to 171
include editing, enabling users to work together on a single Narrative; and (3) admin sharing 172 allows others to edit the Narrative and also share it with third parties. Moreover, any Narrative 173 can be made public by the user who owns it, which essentially gives all KBase users read 174 access to that Narrative and its underlying data. Users with read privileges for a Narrative can 175 create their own copy, which they own and can edit. This copying feature enables users to 176 quickly replicate and expand on any KBase Narrative shared with them. This approach to 177 sharing facilitates interdisciplinary science by allowing researchers with different expertise to 178 quickly and easily exchange data, results, methodologies, and workflows used to solve complex 179 biological problems. 180
We demonstrate how KBase facilitates sharing, collaboration, and interdisciplinary research with 181 a series of example Narratives ( Fig. 3 shared with at least one other user and 37 have been made public. These Narratives contain 232 255,148 data objects, or an average of 96 data objects and five apps per Narrative. In these 233
Narratives, users have applied KBase to address a wide range of scientific questions. Here we 234
highlight seven peer-reviewed publications that cite publicly available Narratives in KBase, 235
where the bulk of the analysis described in the publication was performed. These and other 236
science Narratives can be found in KBase's Narrative Library, www.kbase.us/narrative-library. 237 238 9/21 Docker allows the individual programs and system dependencies of each Narrative app to be 300 saved as an image and run securely and identically across physical resources within individual, 301 11/21 isolated environments called containers. The SDK enables developers to build and configure 302 images and containers in a standard way, making them directly accessible to Narrative apps. 303 The Docker execution model is powerful because contributors can test code on their own 304 machine exactly as it runs on KBase production systems, and containers can be deployed and 305 executed as soon as they are registered without any other manual intervention or system 306 deployments. Docker images also provide a basis for reproducible execution of apps in 307
Narratives. 308
KBase apps built with the SDK include a wide and growing collection of systems biology tools. 309
The SDK has already been applied by KBase developers and external users to implement all of 310 the tools presently available in KBase, including all tools mentioned in the "Alice and Bob" use 311 case example and the science applications described above. Pegasus 53 , Globus 54 , and Jupyter 5 extensively support data and workflow management but lack 325 integration with bioinformatics analysis tools. Most of these tools do not allow formal integration 326 of user data with organized reference data or sharing models for data and analyses. 327
A key distinction between KBase and such systems is KBase's extensible core data model, 328 whose aim is to provide consistent access to and integration of reference data sets and user-329 contributed data across all applications, user interfaces, and services such as annotation from 330 well-curated ontologies. These features mean that KBase users do not have to adjust data files 331 or formats once data are loaded into the system and that both user and reference data can be 332 analyzed using the same tools. 333
KBase serves many of the emerging requirements for open, verifiable science supported wholly 334 or in part by systems such as Galaxy, CyVerse, and Synapse 55 . These capabilities include 335 promoting reproducibility and transparency by persistently linking data and the analyses used to 336 produce them. KBase also improves user accessibility to sophisticated computing by providing 337 an environment populated with tools and data that users can apply on a high-end computing 338 infrastructure without additional setup or maintenance of any software or hardware. Granular 339 12/21 sharing with designated individuals or the community at large is supported as well, with 340 increasing capabilities for collaborative analysis and editing of data, experiments, and results. 341
The sharing, collaborative editing, and emerging user-discovery systems in KBase are the first 342 steps toward a social networking and scientific project management system enabling users to 343 find other researchers working in their areas, form teams, organize data and analytical projects, 344
and communicate their results effectively. 345
While some systems such as Synapse and Galaxy do provide provenance information on how 346 particular data files were produced, KBase supports a rich provenance system that integrates 347 such information with both the KBase data model and social network. This integration enables 348 more effective discovery of newly integrated reference data and the relevant work products of 349 other users, paving the way toward a system continually enriched by user contributions and 350
interactions. 351
Methods
352
System Architecture 353
KBase has a scalable service-oriented architecture (Fig. 4) Since its first public production release in February 2015, the KBase platform has been used 390 extensively by hundreds of users who have built thousands of Narratives. Among these 391
analyses is work described in over 10 peer-reviewed publications covering a wide range of 392 topics. KBase is the only platform where users can immediately apply many of the analysis tools 393 used in these publications in a turnkey, compute-, and data-ready environment using a 394 graphical interface. 395
Extensive user testing is being done to improve the user experience offered by KBase, as well 396
as the range of apps. User feedback indicates that the user interface, with its graphical access 397 to data and apps, enables researchers to quickly learn how to run sophisticated multi-step 398 analyses, find collaborators, and share results. The current KBase release also contains 399 prototype functionality allowing researchers to more fully leverage the power of the Jupyter 400
Notebook by using use code cells to programmatically access KBase and build custom 401
analyses. As KBase improves support for its programming interface and lowers the barrier for 402 third-party incorporation of apps and data types, we anticipate rapid growth in platform 403 functionality and adoption by the community. 404
A key area of improvement in the short term is extending the number and variety of apps and 405 associated data types contributed by KBase personnel and external developers. Development 406 will focus on expanding metagenomics capabilities, improving support for eukaryotic genomic 407
analyses, and providing more-comprehensive comparative genomics tools. Upcoming 408 developments specifically will include improving the input and processing of bulk data sets, 409 easing the process for defining new data types and their relationships to other information in the 410 system, enabling large-scale execution on cloud and HPC resources, and adding frameworks 411 that simplify creation of visualizations. 412
KBase also plans to extend the social platform and user interface to allow (1) more flexible 413 discovery of users; (2) formation of "projects" organizing people, data, and Narratives that can 414 control their group privacy and sharing options more effectively; and (3) a formal process for 415 publishing Narratives. 416 
